Transcribed Excerpt:
“But the victorious march of Northern aggression does not stop with the capture of this
important citadel (referencing slavery being banned in the District of Columbia). Another more
serious conflict between the contending forces has occurred of late years upon that portion of the
constitutional compact requiring the rendition of fugitive slaves.
What is the history of congressional legislation on this point? The first fugitive law as has
been already intimated, was passed in 1793 and was signed by the “father of his country” – But of
late years (especially since the North has become so dead to its constitutional obligations)
experience has developed defects in that law, and the South has been obliged to demand the
further legislation of Congress, for the protection of her constitutional rights. The act of 1850
providing for the rendition of fugitive slaves was passed. But how, and in what manner?...It never
could have passed alone; its passage was only effected, by its being one of a series of measures
known as the Compromise Bill of 1850, by which the South for the promised enforcement of this
clear constitutional right, agreed to yield an Empire on the Pacific almost equal to that of the
Caesars…………………………………
“The last and heaviest battle, one which has daily increased in severity and virulence, and
which hands this day over our heads big with the fate of this republic, is the contest for territory,
or in other words, for political power. ……………………………………………………
All that the South desired and all that the Kansas-Nebraska law proposes is that the
common Territory be left open to the common enjoyment of all the people of the United States –
that they shall be protected in their persons and property by the Federal Government unitl its
authority is superseded by a State Constitution, and then that the character of the domestic
institutions of the new States, to be determined by the free men thereof. This is justice, this is
Constitutional equality. …………………………………….
For what then are the people of the South contending? What is the issue in the present
contest?
Who is there, fellow-citizens, that does not see at a glance that the object for which the
South is contending, is the same for which the colonist dared to “run against the thick bosses: of
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England’s “buckler.” The issue in the present contest it the same for which our fathers “pledged
their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor,” the right of local self-government. ……
Think not I counsel violence and bloodshed – there is another remedy before us, for the
security of our endangered rights, more peaceful, perhaps more efficient, certainly the last before
we reach the dread alternative of the sword, and that is the triumph in the present contest of the

National Democratic party.
But if not from the Whig or American parties, from whence comes our opposition in the
approaching contest? It comes from the so-called or rather mis-called National Republican party.
A faction composed of the great mass of Seward Whigs and the entire bodies of the abolition and
free-soil parties. Its single bond of adhesion is the opposition to slavery, its sole object to war in
solid phalanx on the South. And who of all aspirants has been chosen as a standard bearer, to lead
on their dark columns in their charge upon the rights and interests of the South? One born
among us, whose eyes, it is said, opened for the first time on the light of day in Georgia, and at this
hour her deadliest foe. A traitor to the South, he has been selected for his treachery alone, for he is
destitute of all qualifications for the exalted station unless, indeed, physical endurance for which
alone he is distinguished may be so considered…………………………..
The opponents of slavery throughout the Union, of every hue and form, their discussions
hushed, their discord banished, their differences of opinion waved now stand together as one man
on the isolated point of the repeal of the Nebraska bill and the re-establishment of the Missouri
restriction. …….. Their black banner recently unfurled by their leaders in both Houses of
Congress bears upon its folds the astounding inscription “an expulsion of the South from all
common Territories. No more slave States to be admitted. The repeal of the fugitive slave law.
Issues which no party in this county ever before dared to avow even in secret, they now openly
proclaim from their standard and boldly challenge us to the conflict.
The issue is farily made, boldly tendered, and must be met -. The great vital question of
the quality of the States and their rights under the Constitution are involved, and must be
maintained or the Union is dissolved.
This question has to be settled. The battle must be fought sooner or later……...
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But we are indebted to the Democratic Convention not only for a platform of principles in every
way worthy of our support, but we are under still further obligations for the selection of a standard
bearer in every respect worthy of the platform……..
The nomination of James Buchanan, was in every light it may be viewed, the most judicious
selection that could possibly have been made. In the first place, the nomination came from the
right quarter- the Old Key-Stone State…... The nomination as far as regards the individual, was
one most “fit to be made.”
Descended from honest and industrious though not wealthy parents, James Buchanan was
born in Franklin, one of the Southern counties of Pennsylvania, and which sight of Mason &
Dixon’s line….a member of the Legislature of his native State to which post he was elevated in 1814
and 1815, gave him some knowledge of the principles and practices of legislation, and prepared
him for the more important station on a representative to Congress to which he was elected in
1820. Ten years’ service in the House of Representatives, assiduously devoted to his duties, and
forced into intellectual conflict with the giant minds of the land, imparted to him not only a skill
and power in debate, but a familiarity with all questions of foreign and domestic policy….Ten
years competition in the United States Senate with such intellects as Webster, Calhoun, Clay,
Wright, Woodbury, and Benton, his long and successful services at home and abroad, his perfect
familiarity with all questions of either foreign or domestic interest likely to arise, rendered him of
all others the most proper person to be charged with the conduct of our foreign relations, the
second office in our government and to which he was called by Mr. Polk in 1845……………….
If there exists a hand which can safely guide the helm, amid those storms, which rising on
foreign coasts are now bursting in all their fury around our ship of State, but above all which can
dexterously avoid these sunken rocks of fanaticism and error upon our own shores, on which the
prow seems almost striking, it is the hand of one who not only possess the requisite skill, but
especially enjoys the unlimited confidence of all. Such an one, it is my settled conviction, the
Democratic Convention of Cincinnati has selected, and my confidence in the intelligence and
patriotism of the people, does not permit me to doubt, but that this selection will be
confirmed…..
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